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Believing Dr. Dawson to be an honest man, the only in
ference we can draw from a sentence like the last is that he 
utterly misapprehends the views of modern evolutionis�s. 
Certainly nothing in the writings of Wallace, or Darwin, or 
Lubbock, or Gray can be found to sustain such an ultra 
Lamarckian method of development. To be guilty of such a 
mis·statement of the position of another is to forfeit one's 
claim to any respect as a scientific critic. Even Agassiz' 
mantle will fail to cover errors so gross and obtrusive. 

,.1.,. 

THE NEW DEPARTMENT OF AESTHETICS. 

Professors of the humanities have ever been inclined to look 
down upon the pursuits of naturalists as little becoming the 
refinement and dignity of gentlemen and scholars. They 
have delighted to picture such as turn their attention to the 
inferior world as eccentric fellows, chiefly employed, like the 
unfortunate spouse of Lady Jane in the "Ingoldsby Le
gends," in bug-chasing and poking into all sorts of dirty 
places for the ugly things that squirm in filth and darkness, 
solving the infinite (unlike the Breitmann) as one eternal
evolution! 

We fancy that the cultivators of polite literature will 
therefore be taken somllwhat aghast by the address of the re
tiring President of the American Science Association, espe 
cially by that part in which he serenely asserts that the 
chief requirement of the modern naturalist is an inborn and 
nighly developed resthetic faculty. 

In the physical sciences everything depends on accurate 
observation, with strict logical consequences derived there
from. In biology, on the contrary, while the basis of 
knowledge equally depends on accurate and trained observa
tion, the logic is not formal but perceptive. Consequently 
the first requisite for excellence in this crown of the sciences 
is resthetic perception. 

Savages are usually keen observers, but they would not 
make good biolog,lsts: they lack artistic tact. The native 
Australians furnish an illustration. In them the absence of 
this faculty is complete. Oldfield relates that when one of 
them was shown his own portrait he called it a ship, another 
said it was a kangaroo, not one in a dOZfln identifying a por
tr!!.it as having any connection with himself. Professor Le 
Conte gives a higher illustration of the same incapacity in a 
well known class of travelers. Having penetrated to the in
most chamber of the temple of Art, even the Hall of the 
Tribune at Florence, they stand in the presence of the most 
perfect works of art, and gaze upon them with the same in
difference that they would show to the conceptions of the 
mediocre artists exhibited in our shops. Perhaps they even 
wonder what one can find to admire in the unrivaled collec
tion there aS5embled. They may be highly educated, and 
good and useful members of the social organism; but thflY 
lack the resthetic sense which enables one to enter into 
spiritual harmony with the great artists whose creations are 
before them. 

Such umesthetic and unappreciative persons would not 
delight a Ruskin, as students of Art; nor would a professor 
of rhetoric be hopeful of making poets of them. Professor 
Le Conte maintains that they would make no better students 
of biology. The resthetic character of natural history 
makes it for ever beyond them,just as it prevents the results 
of its cultivation from being worked out with logical pre
cision. 

This view of the fundllllllental difference between biologi· 
cal and physical science claims accord with the views of such 
masteJS of biology as Helmholtz and Huxley. To the genius 
of the artistic interpreter more than the patience of the col
lector its future progress will be due. A rising giant has in
vaded the domain of polite literature, and the humanities 
must make room! 

••••• 

LIGHTNING RODS. 

W@ published, in our last number, a very interesting 
communication from Mr. George B. Prescott, the electrician 
of the Western Union Telegraph Company, concerning an 
alleged electrical phenomenon, ob5erved during a thunder
storm, within a private dwelling, and described by a corres
pondent in our paper of August 14, 1875. 

The phenomenon in question consisted �f electrical dis· 
charges from the water and gas pipes of the dwelling,which 
was furnished with a lightning rod. The question was as to 
the cause of the electrical manifestation. Mr. Prescott be
lieved that it was due to the defective connection of the 
lightning rod with the earth ; but in order to satisfy himself 
fully in the matter, he took the trouble to send an assistant 
to the locality, and subject the premises, pipes, and rod to 
actual electrical tests with the galvanometer. 

The result was that the lightning rod was found to be so 
sadly defective in its ground connection that it could not 
conduct the electricity into the earth, except feebly; and 
whenever a thunderstorm occurred, the house became 
charged with electricity, and the current, being unable to 
pass down the rod, made its way through the building to the 
water pipe, and escaped through it into the ground. The 
details given by Mr. Prescott are quite interesting. He ad
vised the immediate connection of the rod with the water 
pipe, which would thus to serve as an extensive conduct
ing terminal for the rod, ensure the safety of the building, 
and put an end to the electrical manifestations among the 
pipes before mentioned. 

This case is a representative one, as the rod was put up in 
the same defective manner as are the majority of rod�, that 
is, the bottom of the rod was simply stuck down a few feet 
into the ground or rock, and thus practically insulated. 

We have repeatedly advised our readers that a lightning 
rOG, in orC:ar to serve as a protection for a bui.ding, must 
have a larl:'e conductinl:' terminal in the earth. This termi-
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nal may consist of an iron water pipe, as in the present case, ' of heat from the side of the disk toward it; the distant side 
or a very cODliliderable extension of the rod itself into wet or became the heated one, and apparent attraction was the re
damp earth; or a trench, filled with iwn ore or charcoal, suIt. 
may be made available. Professor Dewar's explanation of these phenomena is sim-

The aggregate annual losses of life and property in this ple,and does not involve any new or inexplicable power in ra
country, by the strikinl:' of buildings by lightning, is im. diations. The apparent attraction of the disks by light UD
mense. but might be almost wholly prevented if properly der ordinary pressure is caused, he says, by convection cur
arranged conductors were generally employed. But it is rents. The air or gas in front of the disk is heated, and, 
evident that a more intelligent class of lightning rod men rising, tends to cause a vacuum; the disk consEqul ntly ad
are needed in their erection; and it is probable that electri- vances, pushed forward by the power that drove the ship of 
cal instruction must also be given in our common schools the" Ancient Mariner": 
before much improvement can be expected. "The air is cut away before 

If a man, employed to put up a tin pipe to conduct the And closes from behind!" 

rain water from the roof to the cistern, were to solder up In a vacuum the effect is different: the disk is repulsed in
the bottom of the pipe, thus preventing any flow, his work stead of attracted-repulsed by the recoil of tbe residual 
would be rejected, and he would be stigmatized as a fool. molecules of the gas, which leave the beated side of the 
But thill is substantially what our lightning rod men are do- disk at an increased velocity after impinging upon it in the 
ing every day. They put up rods for the allel:'ed purpose of course of their travels. 
conducting the electric fluid, but seal or insulate the bottoms " What takes place is this: The particlEs of the gas are 
of the rods so that the fluid cannot flow into the ground; flying about in all directions, with a velocity which depends 
and the majority of employers are so ignorant of the subject on the temperature. When they impinge on the he\ted 
that they are Rnable to detect the fraud. disk, they go off with a greater velocity than those which go 

The known laws that govern the flow of electricity are off from the colder side, and hence there is a recoil of the 
almost as simple as those relating to water. If a proper disk. When the gas is at all dense the particles get a very 
connection exists between the rod and the earth, the build- short way before they are met by another and sent back, and 
ing ',Vill be protected, for electricity will flow through the so the velocity gets t� be a common velocity before any visi
rod w1th(the same certainty that water will pass through an ble action takes place. When the gas is rare, the particles 
open leader from -roof to ground. But if the bottom of the may get a long way off before they meet others, and so the 
pipe be sealed, the water cannot run; and if the bottom of a action becomes perceptible." 
lightning rod be sealed or insulated, the electricity cannot The vacua employed by Professor Dewar were formed by 
flow. the charcoal method, the density of residual gas being re-

Tests of lightning rods with the galvanometer, as directed duced to one four-millionth of its density at ordinary press
by Mr. Prescott, will al ways show whether they are safe or ure. In such a vacuum, the average path between two colli
not. But it may be taken for granted, without a test, that a sions is about 1 foot against an average of one four millionth 
rod is unsafe which merely has its bottom stuck down a few of a foot at ordinary pressure. It will be seen, therefore, 
feet into dry earth. We repeat, the golden rule for safety that the particles may have relatively a very long way to 
is to have the bottom of the rod placed in connection with a travel after leaving a disk. 
large mass of conducting material in the ground. For the benefit of those who have dreamed of securing a 

• ••• • profitable direct motive power derived from solar radiations, 
ANOTHER VIEW OF MR. CROOKES' LAST DISCOVERY. it may be added that the total work done by the radiations in 

In a recent issue we gave a summary of Mr. Crookes' re- these experiments did not amount to the five· millionth part 
cent obser .. ations on the behavior of delicately suspended of the available energy received by the movable surfaces. 
pith balls when acted on by a beam of light. In a vacuum 
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the pith balls, and disks of cork similarly suspended, seemed 
to be repulsed by the light under conditions which demon-
strated, Mr. Crookes asserts, a hitherto unrecognizEd power 
of light. 

Similar observations with substantially the same appara
tus were made fifty years ago, so that the discovery is not 
new if true; it simply reasserts what was generally believed 
when the Newtonian theory of light prevailed, namely, that 
luminous radiations are capable of exerting a direct push 
upon matter. It is strikingly inconsistent, however, with 
the now dominant theory of light; and according to some 
careful observers, it is equally inconsistent with fact. Pro
fessor Osborne Reynolds suggests that the action of the pith 
balls or disks is due to the evaporation of some fluid on the 
surface of the disks, the recoil of the evaporating particles, 
as they leave the disk, driving it back. 

A better explanation, because better sustained by experi
mental evidence, is that given by Professor Dewar, of Edin
burgh, who claims that the heating of the disks is the effi
cient cause of the action observed. In his investil:'ation Pro
fessor Dewar used substantially the same apparatus that 
Mr. Crookes employed, simply changing the composition of 
the disks and interposing certain substances having well 
known effects upon the radiations. 

Placing a candle before the apparatus so as to cause a large 
deflection, he first interposed a vessel of ordinary glass, and 
the deflection was diminished. On filling the vessel with 
water,the disks ceased to be deflected. Now it is w�ll known 
that water, though transparent to light, is almost opaque to 
heat. 

The experiment was then reversed. .A smoked piece of 
rock salt was interposed, shutting off the light but allowing 
the heat to pass through. The disk remained deflected: so 
likewise when a solution of iodine in carbon bisulphide wal!! 
used, a substance opaque to light but transparent to heat. 
These experiments show that it is not the luminous radia
tions which have power to move the pith balls, but the ob· 
scure radiations commonly known as heat rays. 

The next question was: How do the heat rays produce the 
motion? To test this,disks of rock salt (transparent to heat) 
and glass (transparent to light) were substituted for those of 
pith or cork. When a beam of light was thrown upon the 
clear salt no motion ensued, the radiations passing through 
unabsorbed. When the light was received on the glass, part 
was arre'lted, the glass was heated,and the disk was deflected. 
The effect was reversed when the back of the rock salt disk 
was coated with lampblack. The radiations were absorbed 
by the lampblack at the surface of contact; the lampblack 
was heated and, by conduction,heated the salt, and the result 
was (at first) repulsion. Were the lampblack a good conduc
tor, it would heat through first, and then there would be re
pulsion from that side, or apparent attraction. This in a va
cuum: at ordinary pressure the motion is always forward 
from the side of the disk most heated. 

Other experiments were made with disks of sulphur, clear 
and ordinary; and with transparent disks coated on one side 
with white phosphorus, which is opaque to the ultra-violet 
rays. In the latter case, when the disks were acted on by 
light, chemieal action ensued with disengagement of heat, 
resulting in a motion of the diSKS away from the side heated. 
The reverse was demonstrated by bringing ether near a disk; 
and doubtless the same effect would have been produced by 
a piece of ice. The chillinl:' substances caused a radiation 
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EXPLOSIONS IN GUNPOWDER MILLS BY ELECTRICITY. 

.A correspondent remarked, some time since, that the 
mysterious explosions of some powder mills may probably 
be due to an electric spark gi,en off by persons dressed in 
woolen clothing, whe, when the air is dry, may (by friction 
of their clothing or feet) produce from thbir finger ends a 
spark of electricity sufficient to ignite a gas jet. He sub
mitted the question whether it would not be possible that 
men at work in powder mills may create EO much electricity 
in their bodies that, .when their hands come in contact with 
metallic conductors, it may be, if not sufficient to ignite 
p<>wder, enough to ignite some inflammable gas generated 
from the chemica's. 

This letter has drawn the attention of the London Chemi
oat Review, which states that in England they have often 
seen in American journals the statement that an electric 
I!!park, sufficient to ignite gas, may be given off by the 
human hand: but the editor says that he never heard of such 
cases on his side of the water. We know that the air in 
England and all the countries of Western Europe is very 
damp, .owing to the prevailing west winds and the absence 
of extensive artas of dry land, blowing over which the wind 
would become very dry, as are our west winds, coming over 
our prairies. 

It is asked what inflammable gas may be generated 
in the manufacture of gunpowder? To this, it may be an
swered that, in the manufacture of fulminates for percus
sion caps, inflammable vapors, as nitrous ether, etc., are 
given off, while the dU8t of gunpowder and even of charcoal, 
when floating in the air in a proper quantity, may form an 
explosive mixture. Even the dust from the mineral 
grahamite, which in its character is very sin.ilar to gun
powder charcoal, has repeatedly exploded in the mines in 
Western Virginia, when mixed with air in the right quantity. 
It is wtll known among electricians that a weak blectric 
spark will more easily explode gunpowder than a strong, in
tense spark: the lattH will scatter a heap of gunpowder 
without igniting it, but, when the spark is weakened by 
substituting for a part of the conducting metal a less con
ducting material, such as water or a moisttmed thread, then 
ignition will readily take place. 

We acknowledge that we have no positive evidence that 
powder mills have actually been exploded by electricity; but 
the possibility of such a cause was only suggested in our 
paper, and it must be admitted that this suggestion is not 
unworthy of serious attention. 

-------------.� .. � ... �------ -----

Resignation oC COIDIDIs810ner ot' Patents. 

The daily papers announce the resignation of Mr. J. M. 
Thacher, the present Commissioner of Patents, to take effect 
October 1. His successor has not yet been announced by the 
President, but the name of R. H. Duell, of Courtlandt 
county, N. Y., is mt ntioned as the probable appointee. Mr. 
Duell is reputed to be Ii lawyer of considerable ability as well 
as a first class politician. He was formerly a member of 
Congress. 

-------------.� .. � .. --------------

NEW RUSSIAN GUN.-A great Cannon, lately built at the 
works at Oboukowsky, has cost $65,000, and weighs 40 tUliS. 
Ii is a breech loader, entirely in crucible sttel, 20 feet {) 
inches long; its largest ring is 57i iLches in diameter, and 
the tube has thirty-six grooves. 
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